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Sarah Purple and Rosa Park Lead ’11 Senior Class to Graduation
By Allie Lamari

With each graduating class from
Northwest Catholic comes many
extraordinarily intelligent
students who have consistently
maintained an exceptional grade
point average over their past four
years.  However, every year, the
two students with the highest
cumulative grade point average in
the graduating class are named
Valedictorian and Salutatorian,
both very honorable titles.
Endless hours of hard work and
determination are required to
achieve this honor.  This year
Northwest Catholic is proud to
announce that Sarah Purple is the
Salutatorian and Rosa Park
is the Valedictorian of  the
Class of 2011.  Although
determining the recipients
of  the title of Valedictorian
and Salutatorian is based
on academic achievement,
Rosa and Sarah are very
much involved in
extracurricular activities and
are incredibly well-rounded
students with bright futures
ahead of them.  The 2011
Salutatorian, Sarah Purple,
has plans to attend The
Catholic University of
America in Washington D.C.  in
the Fall.  She will major in
political science and hopes to
continue with her love for
dancing by attending various
dance schools in the D.C. area.

Sarah was put in a tough
position this year having to
choose between dance, which she
practices for at least six hours a
day at the Nutmeg Conservatory
for the Arts in Torrington, and
pursuing her love for politics.
When asked about her tough
decision, Sarah replied, “I know
that I have a passion for politics
and for dance, but I feel like God
is pulling me more toward
politics.”  Sarah has not
completely decided what she
wants to do after she graduates
from college.  Her dream job
would involve some kind of mix
between politics and dance, her
two lifelong passions.  She is

hoping that studying under her
major in college will help her to
decide what it is that she enjoys
most.  Sarah has worked very
diligently throughout her four
years at Northwest and has

challenged herself with honors
classes and five Advanced
Placement classes.  Sarah admits
that the extraordinary grades did
not come easily.  She says, “In
terms of subject matter, Honors
Chemistry was probably my
hardest class.  Science does not
come easily to me, so I struggled
to wrap my head around it!  AP
Literature and Composition with
Mrs. Juda this year has probably
been my most challenging class in
terms of  workload.  I have
learned so much about not only
literature and writing from that
class, but about time management
and prioritizing as well.  I enjoyed
the class, but it was certainly a
struggle.”  Part of the challenge
that Sarah faced was fitting in
time to do her homework along
with her extremely demanding
dance schedule.  Sarah is at
Nutmeg every single weekday
from 2:00 to 8:00 p.m., so she
does not start her homework
until around 9:00 p.m.  She
commented about her schedule
that “while at Northwest, I have
to put forth my best academic
effort.  Then, I have to switch
gears when I get to Nutmeg and
put forth my best physical and
artistic effort.”  Nutmeg is
designed in a way that supports
its students doing online
schooling so that they can
dedicate most of their time to
ballet.  Sarah taking on such a
strenuous course load while

studying at Nutmeg was very
ambitious of her, but she was
clearly able to handle it well.  In
the little free time Sarah has left,
she volunteers with the pro-life
ministry at her parish and also

volunteers at Avon Health Center.
Sarah Purple, the Class of 2011
Salutatorian, has persistently
challenged herself and has been
extremely successful at Northwest
Catholic.  The one person with
the highest grade point average in
the graduating class is honored
with the title Valedictorian.  This
year, the title goes to Rosa Park,
who is very well respected for all
of her academic success at
Northwest.  She is planning to
attend the University College
London as a biochemistry major
and will receive her Bachelor of
Science degree in three years.
Ultimately, Rosa has the desire to
get a Ph. D and to study Eastern

Medicine with a focus on
Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM).  She added, “TCM has
interested me ever since middle
school, when I read up on the
efficacy of  acupuncture, herbs,

acupressure, etc.”
Similarly to Sarah, Rosa
has also taken up a very
tough work load
including honors classes
and eight Advanced
Placement classes, some
of which were self-taught.
It is one thing for a
student to take
unchallenging classes and
receive straight A’s, but it
is another thing for a
student to take all honors
and AP classes and
receive A’s.  It is a very

notable achievement for both
honorees. Rosa is also very
involved in the Arts.  She has a
passion for playing the flute and
piano, and she dedicates at least
twenty hours a week to practicing
her music.  She attends the Hartt
School and is part of the
Connecticut Youth Symphony.
Even though she will not be
majoring in music in college, she is
hoping to continue working with
her great teachers. She says, “One
of my major goals is to hopefully
join another Youth Symphony in
my college area or even join my
college symphony orchestra.”

2011-2012
Student Council

Announced
We are pleased to an-
nounce the Student

Council officers for the
2011-2012 school year:

President:
Alexander Mortillaro

Vice President:
Taylor Selig

Secretary:
Mary Kate Bourdon

Treasurer:
Brennan Graham

Congratulations to these
hardworking students.  We
look forward to a fun and

productive school year.

By Rachel Bournique

On January 10th, 2011 there was
an extra buzz of excitement
amongst the Dramateurs here at
Northwest Catholic
High School. It was
the big day – Call
Backs and Dance
Auditions for this
year’s spring Musical,
“42nd Street!” Most
of the Dramateurs
had gone through
dance auditions for
previous shows, but
there was something
different that created
either a louder buzz
of excitement or a
level of fear not yet experienced
by a human being. That
“something” was tap dancing.
The musical always draws people
with different levels of experience.
For example, according to
Shannon Crawford, a senior who
has been in all four musicals,
“The auditions were terrifying! I’d
never tap danced before!” and on
the flip side, Cara Seward, a
senior who has been involved in
just as many musicals as
Shannon, but with much more
dance experience, says that her
previous experience helped her
feel less nervous during the
audition process.
One of the best aspects of the
Dramateurs is that it brings
together all these people with
different talents and abilities and
gives them a chance to put on a
great show together! Exactly three
months and many rehearsals
later, the cast of  “42nd Street”

was getting ready for the final
show of a very successful run!
This was due to a lot of hard
work, by both the cast and the
crew. Rorie Fitzsimons, the set

designer, spent many weekends in
the Rice Auditorium along with
Mrs. Avery and many
Dramateurs and their parents
building the set. The stage crew
played a huge role in the set
building but also during the show
itself. They were responsible for
all the fast set changes that helped
make the show look so awesome!
As Darien Marshall, a senior
involved in the tech crew, said
“We ran the show”. Of  course the
tech crew was not the only
important part of the
production. Every show needs a
great cast. But what constitutes a
“great” cast? Is a great cast full of
really talented people who all
think they are the best, like
Dorothy Brock in “42nd Street”?
Or is a great cast full of people
ready to work together to
showcase each person’s talents?
The Dramateurs often refer to
themselves as a family, and this is

what makes their cast so great.
From their leading lady to the
chorus member who stands in the
back, each person is an important
part of the show. And this is

what “42nd Street” is all about.
In the show, Peggy Sawyer, a
hopeful young woman from
Allentown, Pennsylvania, comes
to audition for Pretty Lady,
directed by the infamous Julian
Marsh, only to find that
auditions have come and gone.
She soon befriends Billy Lawlor,
a young actor already cast in
Pretty Lady. Despite her original
disappointment, Peggy’s dreams
come true when she is picked
off the street to be a chorus
member in the show! On

opening night of Pretty Lady
Dorothy Brock, a famous actress
and leading lady in Pretty
Lady, falls and breaks her
ankle. She blames Peggy, and
Julian Marsh fires the young
dancer on the spot. However,
the cast of Pretty Lady comes
to realize that Peggy is the best
one to take Dorothy’s place,
and they soon convince Julian
as well. Peggy returns to the
show and puts on a stunning
performance! One of the
Dramateurs’ favorite quotes in
the show is when Peggy, junior
Saralynne Brown, says to
Julian Marsh, senior Danté
Jeanfelix, “I’m just a speck of
dust in your show. But when
you put all those specks
together you get something
alive and beautiful.” This
quote summarizes a lot about
musical theater. To put on a
truly spectacular show every

member of the cast has to be
dedicated to the performance!
This was truly seen in the cast
and crew of “42nd Street”. For
the cast, there was no time for
fooling around and getting
distracted! Backstage you would
often find chorus members
waiting offstage to help change
costumes for their fellow cast
members. There were members of
the cast who helped the tech crew
with moving set pieces in between
scenes. Almost everyone in the
cast will tell you that one of the
best ways to describe the actual
performances was “fast”. You
would hit your final pose during
the Audition number and the next
thing you’d know you’d be sitting
in your box ready for “Sunny
Side” at the top of Act Two!

One thing not many people know
about the April 9th and 10th

performances of “42nd Street” is
that there were two anonymous
judges in the audience. For the
first time a Northwest Catholic
Dramateur production was
entered in the CT High School
Musical Theater Awards! This
year, Northwest is one of  many
high schools entered in the
competition. The Dramateurs are
anxiously waiting for May 22nd

when the nominations are
announced!

continued on page 3

The cast of 42nd Street is all smiles as they end their
number on a high note.

Northwest Catholic Dramateurs Tap Their Way Through 42nd Street Production

Abby Reed, ’13, strikes a pose on
stage while the rest of the cast joins

in on the number.
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Outside of the classroom, Sarah Purple can
be found spending her time dancing.

Rosa enjoys playing the flute during her free
time away from her books.
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Dear Delilah
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Dear Delilah,
My parents are on my case about
finding a summer job. They keep

telling me that I need to start
saving money for college. I don’t
know how to go about looking,
applying or even what I want to

do…help!
Sincerely, Summertime Cash

Dear Summertime Cash,
Having a summer job doesn’t
just have to be work, it can be
fun at the same time! Start by

making a list of possible
employment opportunities you

might find in your area;
everything from grocery stores

to summer camps to local
diners. If  you come up short

with ideas, seek out insight from
your parents, friends, or online

websites for job listings. It is
important to note the

conditions for each job,
including time frames, age

requirements, and any
experience necessary. Also keep

in mind your interests and
talents. If  you are good with
kids, consider nannying for a

local family or being a
councellor at a day camp. If  you
enjoy being outside, search for
lawn care opportunities or life
guard positions. Applications
can often be found online but

walking into the actual business
building to contact managers in

person shows your level of
commitment and enthusiasm

and gives employers a chance to
match a face to the submitted
paperwork. If an interview is

required, be sure to be
personable but most

importantly, be yourself. Good
luck!

Sincerely, Delilah

Dear Delilah,
I want to create a new wardrobe

but I’m on a tight budget. My
favorite styles seem so expensive

in the magazines and in the stores.
I don’t think I can afford those

kinds of clothes.  Any
suggestions?

Sincerely, Shabby Chic Shopper

Dear Shabby Chic Shopper,
By no means do you have to

sacrifice style for price! To spark
some ideas, look through your

favorite magazines to get an idea
of what you are looking for in a

new outfit. You can afford to
spend a bit more money on

classic pieces, such as a nice pair
of jeans, a white blouse, or a

black dress, because they form
the foundation of your

wardrobe and blend into almost
every outfit and can be used for
many years. However, spending

less on accessories or trendy
pieces allows for more diversity

and a larger collection that
defines your style. For great

deals, look at the sale section of
stores first before you dive into

the full priced rack. Also,
consignment stores can carry

great pieces in good condition if
you are willing to do a little
looking. Remember not to
count out the clothes you

already own! Maybe all that old
cardigan needs is a little ribbon
sewn around the collar and a

funky pin from a tag sale! You
never know what you might
find in the bottom of your

closet!
Sincerely, Delilah

“Let us shine Christ’s light into
any darkness we may find
today”.  That should sound
familiar – almost as familiar as
“Let’s clean up on, under and
around”. We all know what these
refer to specifically, the theme for
this year from the writings of
Blessed Mother Teresa and the
famous quotation of a certain
vice principal. However, as
different as they may appear at
first, these quotations actually
symbolize what an NWC
education is all about and give us
all a great deal of power as we live
out our daily lives.
When you are seniors we will ask
you if you believe your education
has been consistent with the
mission statement:  “ … a
Catholic, coeducational, diverse,
college preparatory school whose
mission is to foster in young
people a faith in God which gives
meaning and direction to life; to
challenge and guide them in the
pursuit of spiritual, academic,
and physical excellence; to develop

versatile leaders; to cultivate in
them the desire to serve God and
others; and, to promote justice in
a global world.” It is very hard to
answer that question unless you
think in terms of your everyday
life and hopefully some of the
highlight experiences you have.
So, the easiest and best way to
achieve all that is hoped for in the
Mission and arrive at the end of
senior year feeling happy and sad,
but somehow complete and ready
to move on, is to live through the
small things each and every day.
And that means, shining the light
of Christ for a friend who is
struggling, carrying a pile of
books for a friend who is injured,
calling up a friend who is home
sick or seeking out classmates
whom you don’t know well.
Cleaning up “on, under and
around” can take on all kinds of
practical applications from
joining a new activity such as
Unified Theater, participating in
Empty Bowls or Relay for Life or
the Walk for Peace to adding a

good dose of service to your
summer vacation plans – be it for
Sophomore Service,
Confirmation, NHS or just
because you want to. “Cleaning
up” and “Shining Christ’s light”
are two ways to say the same
thing – make the world better and
do it one person or one action at
a time.   In studying Catholic
Social Teaching we learn that
none of  the world’s problems will
ever get solved by waving a magic
wand and that is ok because that
would imply that one person
could do that. Rather, problems
of  inequity, poverty, sickness,
discrimination, waste of
resources as much as they effect
one person at a time – they are
going to be solved one person at
a time as long as that person
takes a stand and acts with their
heart, hands and intellect.  This
year we had some extraordinary
opportunities to reflect on what
one person can do in the world.
Think back to Fr. DesBois’ work
to uncover atrocities of the

Holocaust in the Ukraine, or Mr.
Shugrue’s uncle and his service in
WWII or General Lefebvre’s
career or even Kirk
Bloodsworth’s activism to
challenge the death penalty. These
are individuals who are just like
you and me but they have made a
commitment to doing their part –
and you all can and will and
thereby make us all proud and
the world a better place.

Two years. Eight editions. Ninety-
six pages. Countless lessons.
My time as Editor in Chief has
been two years of late nights,
early mornings, and lots of  stress,
but I’ve learned a lot of valuable
lessons along the way. One major
lesson that the newspaper taught
me is that electronics will never
work the way you want them too,
or expect them to. At all.
However, the upside to this is that
Mrs. Boyle and Dave are always
patient as they explain that it
wasn’t the electronics that were
wrong per se but rather an
operator issue. I don’t know
what the newspaper would do
without them.
During my first edition as Editor
in Chief, June 2009, I single
handedly crashed the system and
almost lost the entire paper due
to a simple technical error on a
single page. I remember
wondering what I had gotten
myself into as I sat and watched

Joe, our printer, attempt to
retrieve the files I’d lost. I was
terrified of what would happen
over the next two years.
Fortunately, that has been the
worst technology scare the
Passages staff has dealt with in
the time since, but that doesn’t
mean we haven’t been without
our corrupted fonts, lost links,
and missing software problems.
The fact that the electronics have
never worked the way we expect
them too has translated into
patience, as well as the ability to
be able to roll with the punches,
something that has come in
handy. Day one brought the
biggest most catastrophic
adventure and every day since has
brought more unexpected and
unique challenges. However, no
matter what, when the day comes
that the office is filled with the
smell of newsprint and the
teachers’ mailboxes are filled with
the white stacks, the problems

don’t matter because somehow,
against all odds, we’ve gotten
another edition to print that we
can be proud of.
Edition Four is essentially a ‘sink
or swim’ situation for the rising
staff  of Northwest Passages. As a
general rule, the current Editor in
Chief hands over the reigns and
allows the new staff to take
charge in preparation for the
coming year. As I am sitting back
and watching the rest of the staff
scramble to finish the pages by
the deadline, I’m starting to see
that same fear I felt two years ago
in the eyes of the new Editor in
Chief. If  she feels anything like I
did, she’s convinced herself  that
she is not going to be able to
handle it. But I know that she
will, because it gets easier. Maybe
not less stressful or less work, but
you learn that you can handle
more than you thought you
could, which in itself is the most
valuable lesson of all.

COMMENTARY
Fourth quarter is the time of  the
year when everything begins to
come to a close. Sports, school,
and homework all come to an
end. However, as the anticipation
of summer heightens with each
sunny day, the clock seems to
slow down and the fourth
quarter drags on and on and on.
Numerous countdowns begin to
circulate around the school with
the optimists and the pessimists
in constant disagreement: how
many days left until June 15th,
how many school days until
summer, even how many days
until finals begin. The select few
who are still able to locate their
planners from the first day of
school begin to find that the
pages are better for planning
summer vacations than for
writing down assignments.
With everyone looking ahead,
this is the time of the year when I
like to look back. The first day of
school felt like it was yesterday
and I cannot say where the
months of studying and sports
and stress have gone. Still, by
breaking it down into little

memorable moments, it is possible
to see just how much has
happened and changed in the
past year. Of  course, I am just as
ready for the start of summer
vacation as any other Northwest
Catholic student. I have my own
countdown in the works and I
think that I could make a very
persuasive case that “senioritis”
does not just afflict the
upperclassmen. Everyone suffers
from this “illness” no matter what
grade they are in. However, now
that the year is almost over, it is a
lot easier to be appreciative of the
time spent in that dreaded
uniform.
Amidst the end of  the year stress,
try and find a moment to think
about the last year of your life. If
you are like me, it has flown by.
However, I can guarantee that
you are not the same person you
were 365 days ago. This time of
year is the perfect opportunity to
look back at the old you and
hopefully see that he or she has
grown and changed into someone
you can be proud of. Whether
this is the case or not, the great
part about high school is that it

lasts for four whole years. Three
quarters of us will return to these
familiar halls next year to begin
the process one more time. So in
looking back, we can also look to
the future. The question “what do
I wish I’d done this year?” turns
into the resolution “I will do it
next year.”  Our regrets and our
successes can be used to plan for
the year ahead to make it even
better than this one.
For seniors whose high school
years are over, this is a chance to
think about what kind of  an
impression you have left on your
classmates, teachers and the
school itself. Consider what you
will take to college from your
years here and remember all of
those who will miss you when
you are gone.
I encourage everyone to just
spend one moment looking back
at this time of the year when so
many others are looking forward.
Remember your triumphs and
your letdowns. Be thankful for
your friends, teachers and
experiences. But most
importantly, enjoy your summer!
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By Matthew Carlson

On Saturday April 30, the
Northwest Big Band, Wind
Ensemble, Jazz Singers, Women’s
Choir, and Concert Choir all
traveled to Philadelphia, PA to
compete in the 2011 Philadelphia
Musical Heritage Festival. This

festival contains some of the top
schools around the country
including Virginia,
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and
Connecticut. There was even a
music program from Canada. All
groups performed throughout
the morning and afternoon. The
awards ceremony came at night
where every group received the
Silver Award. Both Concert
Choir and Jazz Singers came in
first place. The Women’s Choir
and Wind Ensemble came in
second place along with the Big
Band coming in third. All three
choirs combined received the
Choral Sweepstakes Award,
which goes to the best overall

choral program. The Northwest
Catholic music program also
received the Overall Sweepstakes
Award for the competition, which
goes to the school with the best
overall program. This great music
program was lead by Mr. Avery,
who was the choral conductor,
and Mr. Luddy, who was the

band director. All groups
played exceptionally well.
Congratulations to all the
seniors who have dedicated
their four years of hard work
to this great music program.
On Saturday May 7, the jazz
part of our musical program
held their third annual Jazz
Night hosted by ESPN
announcer Mike Golic. The
night consisted of jazz
performances, a silent auction
and desserts and coffee. The
Jazz Ensemble, Big Band, and
Jazz Singers all played
amazingly by playing a huge
contrast in classic and popular
jazz standards. The Jazz
Ensemble started the night by
played songs like “Tangerine,”
“Basin Street Blues,” and “The
Chicken.” The Jazz Singers

continued by playing songs like
“Misty,” “The Longest Time,” and
“They Can’t Take That Away
From Me.” The Big Band finished
the night by playing songs like
“Moanin’, ” “Coconut
Champagne,” and “Sing, Sing,
Sing.” Throughout the night,
there were also guest
performances by Mrs. Avery in
“What Are You Doing the Rest of
Your Life,” the Jazz Trio
performing “Waltz for Debbie,”
and a combined song with the Big
Band and Jazz Singers
performing “Blue Moon.” A
congratulations goes out to the
entire music program who has
performed all year.

By Abby Johnson

Basketball is without a doubt one
of  Northwest’s most popular
school sports. With the success of
both the women’s and men’s
teams over the winter season, the
school community was
memorably impacted with spirit
and pride for their teams.
However, there were more players
making an impact on the court
this March than just the members
of  the freshmen, JV, and Varsity
teams. Many students and faculty
members used their basketball
skills to earn money for a
fundraiser called Hoops 4 Hope,
which benefits needy families in
the school community. Following
the Ash Wednesday service at
school, Mr. Laffin approached
the stage with students Haleigh
Beckerman, and Patrick Graham,
both Student Council members.
Mr. Laffin introduced to the
student body this school-wide
opportunity, which has been
many years in the making. For
the past several years, Mr.
Laffin’s Justice and Peace classes
have been raising money for
different groups in the
community, such as local soup
kitchens. Last year, his Justice
and Peace class received a visit
from former Northwest student,
Lukas Walsh. Walsh told the
class how he was taking time off
as a student at Fairfield
University in order to help
orphans in Ghana, Africa. The
class of sophomores was so
inspired by his selfless
commitment that they felt
propelled to help. The students
reached out to family and friends
who sponsored them in a
basketball shoot out and all
proceeds raised were given to
Walsh to support his efforts.

With the success of the sports
themed fundraiser, Mr. Laffin
decided to make the class event a
tradition, calling it Hoops 4
Hope. “I spoke with a few
seniors, looking for some ideas of
who to donate the money to. We
realized that over thirty students
from their class had left
Northwest over the past four
years due to financial challenges,”
Mr. Laffin points out. “Charity
begins at home…it just seemed
like a perfect fit.” Unlike
Northwest applicant based

tuition assistance, Hoops 4 Hope
is especially for students and their
families who are experiencing
outstanding economic
circumstances due to an
unplanned crisis, such as a death,
divorce, or loss of  job midway
through the year. Patrick
Graham, President of Student
Council, took the podium to
explain how students could get
involved. Participants were asked
to seek out sponsors who would
donate money for each shot or in
a lump sum. From there, players
had the option of shooting
individually or as part of a team
with three or more other
students. On Monday, March 21
and Tuesday, March 22 the
Stosuy and Johnson Gyms were

open during free periods and
after school for inexperienced and
veteran basketball players alike to
take twenty shots. In addition to
helping their fellow students,
participants who raised $50 or
more were entered to win a $100
gift card of their choice. Over the
two day event, more than sixty
individual students turned up to
support the cause. In addition,
twelve students and eighteen
faculty members created teams.
After all collections were counted,
an amazing $6,000 was raised
through Hoops 4 Hope. “This
event is special because it is
students helping students in
specific ways. Teenagers get a bad
reputation as being selfish and all
about themselves, so this is a great
way for them to reach out,” notes
Mr. Laffin. Efforts to help fellow
students are already branching
out school wide. Just this year, a
group of seniors independently
raised donations to help a
classmate, whose family was
going through financial
challenges. “I know how much it
impacted that family and how
excited they were,” adds Mr.
Laffin. Despite his own hard
work and dedication to the cause,
Mr. Laffin would like to point
out the great efforts Mrs.
Williamson put in supporting the
event and the “behind the scenes”
work of the Student Council,
who helped in organizing Hoops
4 Hope. “I feel good knowing
that kids who don’t want to leave
Northwest won’t have to because
the whole community is behind
them, helping them,” beams Mr.
Laffin. “We will certainly continue
Hoops 4 Hope next year and for
many more years. We just have to
work hard and help out each
other…that’s where the hope
comes in.”

By Elizabeth O’Neill

Northwest Catholic’s Student
Council is truly an exemplary and
democratic model upon which
our school “government” is
based. The scope of  the Council’s
involvement includes everything
from the planning of the
December Semi-Formal Dance
and the organization of the
Spring Field Day. Of  course this
scope also includes the Red Cross
Blood Drive, which occurs on a
bi-annual basis. Though students
involved in the Council either as a
member of the executive
board or the Senate look
forward to planning Spirit
Weeks, Dances, and Field
Day, a number of the
student representatives
describe the Blood Drive
as the most meaningful
activity of  the year.
Organized by Student
Council President, Patrick
Graham ’11, Kathleen
McCormack ’12, Haleigh
Beckerman ’12, and Caitlin
Spalluto ’12, the Red Cross
Blood Drive offers students,
parents, teachers, and community
members the opportunity to truly
change the lives of those in need.
Because one pint of blood saves
at least three lives, the collected 39
pints were able to aid 117 people
suffering from any number of
ailments and diseases. In fact,
according to statistics gathered
by the Red Cross, on average, one
out of every seven patients

admitted into hospitals around
the United States is in need of
blood. Northwest Catholic’s
Blood Drives do not disappoint.
The drives, which take place in
November and March and
typically attract fifty-nine
volunteers each, are always
“great,” says Caitlin Spalluto ’12,
a member of the Student Council
and a co-organizer of the drives.
The Blood Drive of 2011, held on
Friday March 18th from 8:00 am
until 1:00 pm, proved to be no
exception, yielding what Spalluto
called “an excellent outcome!” The

requirements to be able to donate
blood include being at least age
seventeen and weighing at least
hundred ten pounds. A number
of seniors and juniors
participated in the Blood Drive,
and other members of the larger
NWC  family and West Hartford
community also joined in on this
great cause. The set-up of
Northwest’s Drive is fairly
standard. On March 18,
participants arrived at the Stosuy

Gym. The participants were
told to spend the preceding
days drinking lots of water and
eating iron-rich foods. Once the
donors’ eligibility was
confirmed, the physical blood
extraction began. On an
average, the entire extraction
process took about ten
minutes. The Red Cross
recommends that after
donating blood, volunteers
drink fluids and eat snacks to
restore fluid levels and prevent
dizziness which is not atypical
in volunteers’ post-donation

stages. The West Hartford
community benevolently
provided nourishment for
the Drive’s participants
and a number of licensed
phlebotomists who
performed the donations
were also invited to enjoy
a cookie and glass of juice.
Says Haleigh Beckerman
’12, Student Council
Secretary and Blood Drive
co-organizer: “The blood
drive went really well. We

had a great turnout from
parents and seniors, and we
saved a ton of  lives. The
Student Council would like to
thank everyone who took time
to come and participate!” The
Student Council hopes that the
success of the drives will
continue for years to come and
those who weren’t eligible this
year will consider participating
in this worthwhile cause next
year.

Music Department Shines Students Play to Bring Hope to Peers

NWC Blood Drive Continues to Save Lives

She adds that thanks to her
participation in music, “I’ve
learned to look at music as an
intellectual form of art.  I’ve also
learned to loosen
up, laugh during
lessons, and enjoy
what I like to
learn.”  In addition
to music, Rosa has
participated in
musical theater and
she volunteers at
Hartford Hospital
over the summer,
along with doing
numerous other
volunteer activities.  Rosa admits
that it was not easy to manage all
of activities with school work.
She does not have much time to
do homework and she says, “I
also become a perfectionist and
work too hard on one thing, then
realize I left myself no time to
finish the rest of the work!”
Surprisingly, Rosa also admits
that her most challenging class
was Mrs. Juda’s class sophomore
year!  She comments, “Mrs. Juda
gave loads of  homework and very
difficult tests and quizzes, but the
success of overcoming these
difficulties felt great. ” Our
Valedictorian and Salutatorian
happily offered their words of
wisdom.  Rosa said, “I emphasize
time management. Time
management makes life less
stressful. It also helps you feel
more prepared for everything.

And quite frankly, it gives you
more time to enjoy yourself and
hang out with your friends if you
just take the time to organize a
schedule! I would also
recommend taking the time to

actually
understand
and learn
the material.
Have some
intellectual
curiosity.
Ask
questions.
Participate.
That is the
foundational
attitude you

first need to have before you try
to do anything.” Sarah suggested,
“My advice would be to work to
your personal highest potential.
Don’t work hard to keep up with
classmates; work hard because
you want to work hard. Decide
what you want to achieve and
why. I think that a strong work
ethic is a very personal thing that
can only come from setting goals
for yourself and striving to
achieve those goals because you
desire to. When the going gets
tough, remember what you’re
working toward and why you
want to get there.” These two
individuals, Rosa Park and Sarah
Purple, are excellent role models
and should be greatly praised for
all that they have achieved.  We all
look forward to hearing their
speeches at graduation on June
8th.

continued from page 1
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NWC blood drive workers pose for a picture.

Ryan Kosha ‘12 plays his solo.
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By Katherine Velazquez

Day 1:  Goodbye Northwest
Catholic and Hello Ciao Roma!
The plane took off from JFK in
New York on Friday. The plane
landed in Frankfurt, Germany at
five in the morning. We finally
arrived in Rome and met our
outstanding tour guide, Kostas. I
was hoping to go to the hotel and
freshen up after being in an
airplane for hours, but no, we
were put right to walking around
Rome. Kostas told us to beware
of  pickpockets. We were brought
to the glorious Spanish Steps.
After the many flights of stairs,
the view was the most beautiful
sight. Later we were brought to
Mass that was in all Italian. But
after mass we were brought back
to the hotel.
Day 2: Pompeii
Wake up call was at six in the
morning because we had a three
hour drive ahead of  us. We had a
guided tour around Pompeii and
were told about the history of  the
city. The city was buried in ash
after the eruption of Mount
Vesuvius, where it was buried for
1700 years. We were able to
explore the ruins, and after our
free time, we were treated to some
Pizza Margherita.
Day 3: Vatican City, Coliseum, and
the Trevi Fountain
We had another early wakeup call
because we were going to Vatican
City. We had a guided tour
around the Pinecone Plaza and
then we toured the Vatican itself.
As I entered into the Sistine

Chapel my breath was taken
away. After we left the chapel we
had another tour around St.
Peter’s Square. After we were

brought to the Coliseum, where
we learned that it was consecrated
as a church. We also went to the
Roman Forum where we saw the
House of  Vestal Virgins, the
newest exhibit. After, we went to
the Pantheon that was also
consecrated into a church. The

first two Italian Kings and the
artist Raphael were all buried
there. Our last stop of the day
was the Trevi Fountain, where we

all were able to throw our coins in
with our left hands over our left
shoulders.
Day 4: Assisi
Like always, we were reminded by
Kostas to be careful of  the
dreaded pickpockets or gypsies,
as we liked to call them. We were

brought to the Basilica of St.
Clare; it is the holding place of
St. Clare’s remains, mainly her
skeleton and right thumb. After

the tour around the Basilica, we
had free time to do as we pleased.
We then had a guided tour from
a Franciscan monk around
Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi,
where we learned all the history
of  St. Francis.
Day 5: Florence

Students of the HILL Class Make Lasting Memories on the Holland Trip
By Alex McKenzie

Over April break, from April 14
to April 23, while the History
Department headed to Italy and
the Language Department jetted
off to Spain andFrance, the 2011
HILL class took an exciting trip
of their own.

Day One-Thursday
On Thursday, April 14, thirteen
members of the 2010-2011 HILL
class went straight to the Father
Bock room where we put our
luggage. Soon after we were off  to
the Logan Airport in Boston in
order to catch our flight to
Holland along with Mr. Tressler,
Mr. Laffin, and Mrs. Oates.
Day Two–Friday
Our plane landed at 5:00 a.m.
Holland Time. We were met at the
airport by Mr. Laffin’s friend,
Hans Ockeloen, who was to be
our tour guide for the week.
From there we took taxis to
Utrecht where we would be
staying. After a very long day, we
enjoyed dinner by the canals and
then rested up for day three.
Day Three–Saturday
Bright and early we were off to
Rotterdam for a Spido Boat Tour
of one of the largest ports in
Europe. After that, we headed to
Delft where we saw Old Church
and New Church and had a tour
of one of the last remaining
authentic Delft pottery factories.
After that, we had some free time
to explore the city and were
fascinated by a Dutch fitness
dancing group doing a
demonstration in the town
square. It was very interesting to
see a real town square, as that is
not something one gets to see a
lot of in America. On the train

ride back to Utrecht we learned
one of the most important
lessons of  the week from Mrs.
Oates: “It’s not ‘Gouda’ to sleep
on the train!”
Day Four–Sunday
On Sunday, we were lucky
enough to attend Palm
Sunday Mass in Dutch. It
was an enriching experience
because though we knew
what was being said and
sung based on what is said
and sung at home, it all
seemed completely new and
different. After Mass we
headed to Amsterdam
where we enjoyed a canal
ride through the city. After
our tour we spent the
afternoon at the Van Gogh
Museum where we got to
see masterpieces that Mrs.
Oates had taught us about,
including “The Potato Eaters”
and “Sunflowers.”
Day Five–Monday
We spent Monday morning at the
same place that all the other
teenagers in Holland did: school.
We visited the Hogeschool in
Utrecht, which is a business

college. There we
attended an advanced
English class and were
even given an
assignment. We were all
paired up with Dutch
students and given a
list of cultural aspects
to discuss. Our job was
to determine the
differences and
similarities. We
discovered that in
many ways, Dutch
teenagers are a lot like
us, but most of them
don’t have their drivers’

licenses! After spending the
morning at school, we headed to
the fishing village of  Voldendam
where we went to a history
museum. After the museum, we
decided to be brave and try the

traditional Dutch herring: raw
fish dipped in onions that one
eats off  the bones. Needless to
say, it wasn’t a favorite, but
everyone was glad they tried it.
Day Six–Tuesday
On Tuesday we visited the Haag
where we saw the main
government buildings, a Knight’s

museum, and the Queens
gardens, not to mention the
Peace Palace. After admiring the
beautiful architecture, we took a
bus to Scheveningen where we
were able to stick our feet in the
North Sea! After our beach
adventure, we visited one of  the
most unique “museums” we’d
seen thus far: Maduradam.
Maduradam is an outdoor
exhibit in which Holland in its
entirety is represented with
miniature buildings, windmills,
churches, and even tulip farms.
We were able to see some of  the
places we had already visited, but
in miniature form!
Day Seven–Wednesday
We returned to Amsterdam on
Wednesday and spent the
morning at the Rijks Museum.
Afterwards, pictures were taken

on the famous “I
Amsterdam” sign.
Next we took a train
to Vleuten were
Hans drove us bit
by bit to the Castle
de Haar. There we
had a tour,
witnessed a princess
birthday party, and
participated in
wooden sword
dueling in the castle
gift shop. We
returned to Utrecht
for dinner and
afterwards were

taken on an adventure by Mr.
Laffin to locate a windmill.
Day Eight–Thursday
Thursday was the most
emotional of the days we spent
in Holland, as it was the day we
went to Amsterdam and focused
on the Holocaust. First we went
to the Dutch Resistance

Northwest Students Have Many Unforgettable Experiences Overseas
We visited the Ponte Vecchio on
the Arno River. It was the only
bridge in Florence not to be
blown up by the Germans during
the retreat during World War II.
Today, the bridge is covered in
love locks. Couples would go to
the bridge with a lock and a key,
and by locking the padlock and
throwing the key into the river,
the lovers became eternally
bonded. We learned that today it
is now illegal to do that, but
people still do it.
Day 6: Siena
Siena is the home of St. Catherine
and we learned that growing up
St. Catherine would have visions
from the Lord. Today she is
perfectly preserved in the
Cathedral. Siena is still kept as a
medieval town and is very famous
for the Palio, a horse race that is
held twice a year around the
Piazza del Campo.
Day 7: Venice, our last day around
Italy
 Once in Venice we all boarded a
boat to Murano, where we
witnessed a glass blowing
demonstration at the Ferro &
Lazzarini Vetreria Artistica. Once
our tour was over, we took
another boat to Venice, the town
on wood piles. We had a guided
tour around St. Mark’s Square,
where we saw many people taking
gondola rides. We were given our
last day of free time to go around
the very crowded square. It was
sad to leave the fascinating
country but we were eager to get
home and share our trip with
everyone.

Museum, a fascinating exhibit on
the different ways the Dutch
people put up resistance against
the Nazis during World War II.
Then after some free time and a
visit to the West Church, we
gathered outside the Anne Frank
House. This moving, self-guided
tour allowed us to see the (now)
bare rooms where Anne and her
family hid from the Nazis. We saw
the bookcase reveal the hidden
door and the pencil marks on the
walls where the Frank’s had
marked the growth of Anne and
her sister Margot during their
time in hiding. Lastly, we were able
to see the famous diary of Anne
Frank.
Day Nine–Friday
On our last day in Holland we got
up early in order to make it to the
famous cheese market in Alkmaar.
There we saw giant wheels of
cheese being carted around,
wheeled, and even bought for
people to take home. Next we
went to Haarlem where we
wandered through the Frans Hals
Museum. While in the Frans Hals
Museum, we were able to have a
discussion with Hans’ daughter
Lise, who is a doctor, about the
Dutch healthcare system. That
night we returned to the hotel and
sadly began to pack our bags for
our long trip home the next day.
Day Ten – Saturday, April 23, 2011
After a taxi ride, a very long plane
ride, and a moderately long bus
ride, we arrived back at
Northwest Catholic at 4:03 p.m.
NWC time, 10:00 p.m. Holland
time. We were happy to see our
friends and family again and be
back home to share our
excitement, but at the same time
we were sad to be leaving our
Dutch adventure behind us.
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HILL students pose for a picture by North Sea.

The HILL students have fun in Amsterdam.



Yessame Alemu.........................................................University of  Connecticut
Shannon Allen........................................................Tunxis Community College
Lauren Backhaus...................................................................Simmons College
Hillary Baran............................................................................Siena College
Billy Battaglia........................................................................The Taft School
Kevin Beakey........................................................................Endicott College
Matthew Becker..........................................The Catholic University of  America
Molly Berning....................................................................Providence College
Adam Blake...............................................Central Connecticut State University
Regan Bosnyak.............................................................Stony Brook University
Rachel Bournique.......................................................................Siena College
Dillon Bowen.........................................................................Tufts University
Lee Brown III............................................................Albertus Magnus College
Michael Budarz.........................................................University of Connecticut
Francis Butler............................................................................Siena College
Katherine Butler...............................................................Fordham University
Lucie Cance...................................................................................Undecided
Matthew Carlson................................................Franklin and Marshall College
JC Carr.....................................................Eastern Connecticut State University
Audrey Carroll...........................................................Saint Joseph’s University
Mara Case.........................................................................Colgate University
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Keith Chapman.................................................................Fairfield University
David Chen...............................................................University of  Connecticut
Brandan Clark ...................................................................Champlain College
Taylor Combs...................................................................Unversity of  Kansas
Jamie Corona..........................................International Institute of  Cosmetology
Shannon Crawford..............................................Rhode Island School of  Design
Dana Crory.........................................................Johnson and Wales University
Yuke Cui.....................................................................University of  Michigan
Devin Daly.......................................................................Keene State College
Carissa Desiderato..................................................................Endicott College
Jaclyn Diaz...........................................................................Emerson College
Matthew D’Orsi.........................................Eastern Connecticut State University
Shanice Douglas........................................................University of  Connecticut
Erin Drusedum....................................................................Boston University
Jennifer Erickson................................................................Merrimack College
Antonina Feola............................................................Daniel Webster College
Jordan Figueroa.......................................Southern Connecticut State University
John Fitzpatrick...............................................................New York University
Simone Foster-Bey..............................................................Arcadia University
Matthew Fox.............................................Central Connecticut State University
Jenny Garcia..................................................................................Undecided
Ryan Geelan............................................................................Trinity College
Ryan Gilmour...........................................................University of  Connecticut
Tommy Gollenberg...........................................Loyola University of  Maryland

Sabrina Gomez..........................................Eastern Connecticut State University
Kathleen Grabowski...................................................................Siena College
Patrick Graham..........................................................Saint Joseph’s University
Britney Grant..........................................Southern Connecticut State University
Victoria Grappone.............................................................Assumption College
Jordan Greenberg.........................................................University of  Rochester
Sharon Grimshaw...................................................Olin College of  Engineering
Evan Herron........................................................................Boston University
Timothy Hopkins.....................................................Roger Williams University
Darci Hughes.....................................................................Furman University
Zachary Hunter........................................................Michigan State University
Arianna Innarelli................................................................Providence College
Stephanie Jackie.........................................Central Connecticut State University
Emily Janusko...............................................................University of  Scranton
Danté Jeanfelix................................................................New York University
Alexander Jezouit............................................................Lyndon State College
Carolina Jiminez......................................Southern Connecticut State University
Abigail Johnson...........................................................Susquehanna University
Lyne-Saddlie Joseph...................................................University of  Connecticut
William Kachnowski..................................Central Connecticut State University

Christian Kallfelz...............................................................Champlain College
Hannah Kelly................................................................................Undecided
Miranda King...........................................Eastern Connecticut State University
Kimberly Kleszczynski................................................Salve Regina University
Daniel Kowalczyk....................................................................Marist College
Michal Kucharz.................................................................Manhattan College
Christopher Kuhlberg....................................................Saint Lawrence College
Robert Kunkel................................................................University of  Chicago
Michael Laffin..................................................................Connecticut College
Alessandra Lamari...........................................................Villanova University
David Lawton.....................................................................Cornell University
Claire Looney..........................................................................Boston College
Alexander Lorenzo............................................................Assumption College
Tian Lu..........................................University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Julia Mansolillo..............................................................Saint Anselm College
Elliott Mara..............................................Central Connecticut State University
Darien Marshall............................................................University of  Hartford
Danielle Martin................................................................Syracuse University
Melissa Martucci.....................................................University of Rhode Island
Haley Massie........................................................................Stonehill College
Dionne May.........................................................................Lafayette College
Brendan McCormick........................................................Saint Anselm College
Conor McDonnell..............................................................Merrimack College
Brian McGoldrick...................................................................Elon University
Morgan McKenna.....................................................The College of  Saint Rose
Alexandra McKenzie................................................................Boston College
Nicholas Melaragno...........................................................Fairfield University
Katherine Molloy.......................................................Saint Joseph’s University
Sean Morris......................................................................Clarkson University
Theodora Mucha................................................................Manhattan College
Julian Naleski........................................................Capital Community College
Patrick Nista.............................................................University of Connecticut
Jeannine Nocera................................................................Fairfield University

Thomas Noll..... ......................................................................Union College
Alix O’Connell...........................................................Rocky Mountain College
Kathleen O’Hara............................................................College of Holy Cross
Elizabeth Olszewski.............................................................Mount Ida College
Sung Yun Park.......................................................Univertsity College London
Meghan Peterson.....................................................................Elon University
Nicole Poirier.................................................................................Undecided
Mark Powojski..................................................................Fairfield University
Sarah Purple...............................................The Catholic University of  America
Ryan Ragalis.................................................................................Undecided
Nicholas Rhoads.......................................................University of  Connecticut
Alexandra Richards............................................................Champlain College
Luisantonio Rosado........................................................................Undecided
Pawel Rybka.....................................................................Fairfield University
Kathleen Schuppe.......................................................Saint Joseph’s University
Derrick Seldon II.........................................................Susquehanna University
Cara Seward.........................................................................Stonehill College
Chris Sherer.........................................University of  Massachussetts at Amherst
Olivia Skalski.............................................................Saint Joseph College/CT
Melissa Soutar.............................................................................Iona College
Kelsie Stevens.............................................The Catholic University of  America

Brynn Stoecklin.................................................................Clemson University
John Sullivan...........................................................................Marist College
Amanda Tronchin........................................................Northeastern University
Ryan Veronesi..........................................................Plymouth State University
Kathryn Vignati..............................................................College of Charleston
Matthew Webber.......................................................................Marist College
Amy West.........................................................................Assumption College
Shiying Wu.................................................................Northeastern University
Brandon Xing...........................................................................Ithaca College
Kelly Yorio.......................................................................Fairfield University
Jack Zangari..............................................Central Connecticut State University
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The 2011 Prom Court Is ...
King

Jordan Figueroa
Court

John Fitzpatrick
PatrickGraham
Danté Jeanfelix

Queen
Miranda King

Court
Sharon Grimshaw
Kim Kleszczynski

Melissa Soutar

Prince
Henry Hayes

Court
Thomas Murphy
Andrew Stephens

Nick Italia

Princess
Saralynne Brown

Court
Caroline Carew
Morgan Mencio

Liz Allen
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Class of 2011 Looks Back at a Fantastic Four Years of High School
What will you miss most about
Northwest Catholic?

“I will miss Deacon Santos’s
bellowing laugh. Gets me
everytime.” – Regan Bosnyak

“Mrs. Adamo.” – Brandan Clark

“The bonds I’ve made with my
friends and teachers.” - Kim
Kleszczynski

“Cross Country! And my new
friends this year.” – Katie Vignati

  “Being part of the first NWC
Championship baseball team.” -
Matt D’Orsi

What aspect of NWC won’t you
miss leaving behind?

“The commute.” – Abby Johnson

“The uniform.” – Matt Fox

“Jamaican beef  patties.” – Patrick
Graham

What can you always count on at
Northwest?

“Mrs. Phillips catching you while
chewing
gum.” –
Brandon Xing

“To have AC
when it’s cold
and heaters
when it’s hot.”
– Brendan
McCormick

“The pre-
dance talk” –
Matt Webber

“I can always
count on a
2:07 from Ms.
Keating-
McKeon.” –
Regan
Bosnyak

If you could go back in time, is
there anything you would have done
differently?

“Get better grades!” - Lucie Cance

What was your most humiliating
moment of high school?

“Sneezing in my hand and high-
fiving a teacher right after.” – Tom
Gollenberg

“My skirt got caught and
everyone saw my butt.” – Lucie
Cance

“Falling asleep at an assembly
and waking up to Mr. Callahan.”
– Patrick Graham

“Ripped my pants on an
inflatable obstacle course...” -
Arianna Innarelli

“Didn’t really have one…yet…” –
Sharon Grimshaw

“Walking down the hallway with
my skirt tucked into my
underwear.” – Katie Vignati

What was your most memorable
moment?

“Pitching in the championship
baseball game.” – Matt D’Orsi

“Finding out I had Mrs. Juda as
a homeroom teacher.” – Patrick
Graham

“When Kathleen threw up and
D’Orsi walked right through it.”
– Lucie Cance

“Opening night of Anything
Goes.” – Rachel Bournique

“Winning states in soccer and
semi-finalists the next year.” –
Regan Bosnyak

What accomplishment are you
most proud of?

“Honors breakfast baby!” –
Regan Bosnyak

“Helping the jazz choir get 4th at
Berklee” – Matt Webber

“Winning homecoming 3 times.” –
Lee Brown

“Getting first honors.” – Zach
Hunter

What is the most important thing
you learned in high school?

“How to wash chalkboards.”
– Arianna Innarelli

“Get out of the way when the
indoor track team is running
towards you.” – Matt Webber

“How to get along with
people.” - Tom Gollenberg

“Your GPA is
CUMULATIVE!” – Katie
Vignati

What is the best advice anyone
has given you?

“The secret to happiness is to
make others believe they are the
cause of it.” – Shannon Allen

“How to roll your skirt.” –
Antonina Feola

“Just dance…it will be
ok…dahdah, dah dum.” – Abby
Johnson

“ ‘No bumping or grinding, or
moshpit style dancing.’ Mr.
Callahan.” – Patrick Graham

“The best way to succeed in life is
to act on the advice we give
others.” – Arianna Innarelli

“Failure is a part of
life.” – Zach Hunter

“Do what you love,
and love what you
do.” - Cara Seward

“Be yourself.” –
Sharon Grimshaw

What advice can you
pass on to incoming
freshmen and
underclassmen?

“Do NOT ask Mr.
Przech to race during
track.” – Jeannine
Nocera

“The clocks in this
school do not
correlate to the time
in the outside
world.” – Brendan
McCormick

“Don’t get senioritis as anything
but a senior…” – Hillary Baran

“Don’t touch the trays.” – Matt
Webber

“Never waste a day.” – Matt Fox

“Do your homework.” - Hannah
Kelly

“Curleyfries. Always go with
curleyfries.” – Shannon Allen

In what ways have you changed
since ninth grade?

“Hair is more under control.” –
Abby Johnson

“I grew an inch. . . maybe? (Cross
your fingers)” - Antonina Feola

“I don’t care what other people
think of  me now.” - Katie Vignati

If your life philosophy could be
expressed on a bumper sticker,
what would it be?

“I’m Funsized!” – Antonina Feola

“ ‘No bumping or grinding!’ (Get
it? It’s a bumper sticker) ” –
Brendan McCormick

“I tried being normal,
but life became boring,
so I went back to being
me.” – Alex Richards

What teacher from
NWC would you like to
have as a college
professor?

“Mr. Carlson.” –
Sabrina Gomez

“Mrs. Juda.” – Shannon
Allen

“Dr. Luddy.” - Brandon
Xing

Quote one thing you
know by heart:

“Tuck in. Button up!” –
Cara Seward

“ ‘To be or not to be…’
thanks Mrs. Juda” –
Shannon Allen

“If you want peace prepare for
war.” – Matt Fox

“ ‘You guys are going to get me
fired!’ Mrs. Turley” – Hillary
Baran

“Winning” – Lucie Cance

“ ‘Money can’t buy life’ Bob
Marley.” - Brandon Clark

“ ‘Four minutes left in the period!’
changed my life.” – Patrick
Graham

“Shortened periods means
shortened lunches.” - Chris
Kallfelz

Name one trivial thing you learned
in high school:

“Harry Potter > Twilight.” -
Brandon Xing

“Hamlet’s ‘to be or not to be’
soliloquy” - Brendan McCormick

“People will pay lots of money to
dunk teachers in dunk tanks.” –
Cara Seward
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By Stephanie Figueroa

Reality television is the most
common type of show watched
on television today. The shows
portray real people doing things
that they would normally, but
now with cameras around them
at all times. However some
television shows
can really hurt
people. “American
Idol” can be
considered a good
show, but then
again the judges’
comments can be
very hurtful. Also,
some shows only
care about the
amount of viewers
that choose to
watch their
program, rather
than the people
featured on the show. A show
called “Wipeout” puts people in
ridiculous obstacle courses and
the viewers laugh when the people
fail. The show the “Biggest Loser”
may be helpful, but if the person
does not lose the right amount of
weight they have to leave the
show. “Jersey Shore” is another
example of a very negative, reality
television show.
“American Idol” is the show that
America seems to tune into every
Tuesday and Wednesday. People
from all the over the United
States go to audition to be able to
compete in the show. Even
though they try very hard
sometimes the judges can be really
harsh. Before this season, there
was a judge named Simon Cowell

who was incredibly rude to all of
the contestants. He would make
certain comments that were not
said with the intention to help
them improve. People can take
that really hard and become
depressed. It is not fair to those
people who are trying really hard.
People tune into this show to

watch the auditions and see the
people fail. Is that the kind of
society that we live in today? On
channel 20 there is a show called
“Wipeout.” Of course the people
choose to be on there but the
viewers only watch it to make fun
of the people when they fall. The
producers replay the times when
the contestants fall and even draw
little doodles to ridicule them
further. I didn’t know that other
peoples’ pain was funny. The
“Biggest Loser” is another
example of a negative show. The
contestants go on the show to
attempt to lose weight. As they go
on through the challenges, they
will lose weight. At the end of the
week they all go to get themselves
weighed. The person who lost the

Point-Counterpoint: Does Reality Television Warp Our Sense of Reality?

By Logan Lawson

Imagine, it is a normal Friday
afternoon, you are leaving school;
it is a wonderful day because
your parents let you take the car,
but your younger siblings happen
to go to your school so
they have to tag along.
You’re headed home,
ready to get the
weekend started;
everything is fine, and
then all of a sudden the
earth starts to shake
beneath you, roads
start rising, and you
can see mean waves
from the shoreline
ready to pounce on the
previously tranquil
surroundings. You grab
your brother and sister
and head to the safest
place, away from the
car; you and your siblings are
unscathed, but you turn back,
and your car is now scrap metal.
There is no time to mourn the
loss. You see other people who
seem to be just as bewildered as
you.  You are worried; you can
hear your heart beat as if it were
a bass drum.  You see a couple of
firefighters, they don’t have a
truck, but they direct you back to
your school, where there is a gym
that will be able to protect you
from the storm.  You are
relieved… but, you don’t know
where your parents are.  You use
your phone to call your parents,
who are still at work, and, they
both answer. They try to stay

calm but you can tell they are just
as afraid as you are.  So, you
camp out in your gym,
frightened; you try to meditate,
but you can’t, you’re too busy
agonizing over the safety of those
closest to you.  This nightmare

was a reality for the citizens of
Japan on Friday, March 11, 2011.
On this date at 2:46 p.m., a mighty
earthquake that registered a
9.0 on the Richter scale hit
Tokyo.  The first result of  the
quake was the tumbling of
large skyscrapers and
buildings, and the buckling
of  major highways. After all
of the initial commotion, a
tsunami comprised of 30
foot waves joined in to
increase the chaos, and swept
around all of  the rubble.
After extreme pandemonium
on Friday, Saturday brought
even more aftershocks to the
tormented land. The

devastating earthquake left the
country in ruins; on March 25,
2011, the death toll exceeded
10,000 people, and it was
predicted to keep rising rapidly.
The combination of the
earthquake and the tsunami also

led many nuclear
power plants to
malfunction.  An
explosion at the
Fukushima
nuclear power
plant injured
many workers and
exposed the
surrounding area
to dangerously
high levels of
radiation.  A state
of emergency was
declared and an
evacuation zone
extending 20
kilometers around

the plant led to the evacuation of
some 200,000 people.  Leaked
water from one of the reactors

Japan Is Hit With Devastating Earthquake That Leaves the Country in Shock

least amount of weight is taken
out of  the show. This is unfair
because they probably worked
just as hard as the others. It
should be a show where everyone
has a set goal and the trainers will
help them reach it. That way the
show will be inspiring to the
viewers. Sometimes someone may

see a person fail and think
that they might also fail.
Now, “Jersey Shore.”
Everyone talks about this
show. It portrays young
people engaging in drinking,
partying, and unchaste
actions. What kind of
example does that set for the
young community of
viewers? It does not ever
mention that they are
studying in college or
helping those who are less
fortunate. They make life
seem so easy and that once

you turn a certain age you can do
whatever you want.
The people dress
provocatively, drink
and end up with
random people. It is
not a good example at
all. Thanks to all of
these negative
influences, television is
becoming a scary
thing to watch.
People need choose
the shows that they
watch very carefully. Sometimes
what television says is real may
not really be. Some of the things
that go on are staged and make
people believe that it can be done
in real life. No, be wary of what
you see.

By Emily Kapral

The critics of reality television
would argue that these shows
promote drinking, violence, give
viewers bad ideas in addition to a
false sense of reality.  On the
contrary, reality shows can
actually offer important life
lessons to their viewers.  A show
like “Big Brother,” which follows
the lives of strangers living in a
house together, can teach viewers
more about human interaction.
Watching the different situations
take place between the members
of the show can help us learn
how to properly handle these
types of social encounters in our
own lives.  Often times the viewer
can think of a better way to deal
with the conflict, and this can lead
to better problem solving skills in
real life.  Shows like “16 and
Pregnant,” which show the
consequences of  teen pregnancy,

give the viewer a real look at the
struggles of  teen parents.  These
two types of shows may prevent
the viewers from making the same
mistakes that the members of the
show did when put in the same
situation.  In these two cases,
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The cast of Big Brother

Point: Reality TV Teaches Poor Behavior Counterpoint: It’s Not All Bad
reality television can be a social
learning experience.  “The
Amazing Race,” a show which
follows its members in a race
around the world, exposes its
viewers to the many different
cultures which they encounter
throughout the show. Talent
shows, such as “American Idol”
and “So You Think You Can
Dance,” send viewers the message
that hard work and dedication
can pay off when given the right
opportunity.  These two shows
are helping viewers to become
more globally aware and more
passionate about their goals.
Finally, “Dating in the Dark” is a
show which poses the question of
how important looks are in a
relationship.  By dating in a dark
room, the members are forced to
make connections based on
personality.  Often times, physical
appearance was trivial to the
couples with the strongest
connection at the end of the
show.  This show sends the
message that personality is more
important than looks when
looking for a mate. These are just
a few of the many reality shows
on television, and it is truly up to
the viewer to decide which ones to
watch.  As long as viewers are
watching these shows with their
own sense of reality in mind, no
harm can be done.  These shows
expose the audience to issues in
our world today and can help
them to make better decisions in
their own lives.  At the end of the
day, when the television gets
turned off, viewers must
remember that they are in charge
of their own reality!

contained 100,000
times the radioactivity
of normal
background levels.  A
similar situation was
seen at other damaged
nuclear power plants
around the country,
and protecting the
Japanese people from
radiation poisoning
and a nuclear disaster
is now one of the top
priorities of the
Japanese government.
Nations across the
world have come
together to help Japan
by sending aid,
including France,
Britain, South Korea,
Australia, and many
more.  This is what is
truly amazing; we are
all here on this earth
together, to help each
other out in our times
of need.
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The whole population mourned their losses after the tragic
earthquake.
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What would people be surprised to
learn about you?

Mrs. Helga Phillips:  I hate using
a library voice all day!

Patrick Nista:  I’m one day going
to be on America’s Best
Dancer.  Just kidding, but I
am a pretty good dancer.

Nicole Poirier:  I can lick my
elbow.

Chris Sherer:  I speak fluent
Spanish.  ¡Gracias Senora
Barrett!

Melissa Soutar:  I like the
history channel.

If you could be anyone else at
Northwest for a day, who
would you be, and why?

HP:  No one else; libraries are
awesome!  “I have always
imagined that Paradise will be a
kind of  library.” –Jorge Luis
Borge

PN:  Mr. Reese, so I could feel
important and roam around the
school.

NP:  Mrs. Barrett because she is
such a fashionista.

CS:  Mr. Clapper.  I’d love to have
an important job.

If you were stranded on a desert
island, who would you want to be
stranded with, and why?

HP:  My younger brother,
Juergen.  He’s a jack of  all trades
extraordinaire!

PN:  Alec Lorenzo because he is
awesome, so much fun, and the
best in the whole world.

NP:  Jack Baur because he can do
everything, ever.

CS:  Jack Sparrow.  We would
ride sea turtles with rope made
from his back hair.

MS:  David Blain so he
could levitate me to the
top of the tree so I could
get a coconut or he could
poof  me one.

What words of wisdom do
you live by?

HP:  “For to me, to live is
Christ and to die is gain.”
Philippians 1:21

PN:  The greatest thing
you can ever learn is to
love and be loved in
return.

CS:  Keep it in the fairway.

MS:  I can’t.  I have dance.

What three things could you not
live without?

HP:  My Bible, daily crossword
puzzle, and ice.

PN:  Obviously the greatest cell
phone, the computer for my
music, and my transportation
vehicle

NP:  Music, Dr. Luddy’s lab days
with Katie Vignati, and Ben &
Jerry’s.

CS:  Water, food, oxygen

MS:  Chocolate, my iPod, and the
house phone so I can find my
cellphone.

Who or what always makes you
laugh?

HP:  My husband.  He’s the King
of  Korn.

PN:  My boy @djmilkymoney
a.k.a. Adam Blake. He never fails
to make me laugh.

NP:  Alex McKenzie’s laugh.  Just
listen to it.  It’s hilarious.

CS:  Pat Graham.  He’s a silly
goose.

MS:  Zach L.

What would be the first thing you
would do if you won 10 million
dollars?

PN:  Most people would expect
the classic answer, “I would give
back.”  Well, I would actually buy
a really nice car and shop...then
give some back.

NP:  Buy another lottery ticket.
Can you do that?

CS:  Build a golf  course.

What annoys you the most?

HP:  Forgetting students’ names.

PN:  When people eat bananas in
front of me.  It sounds like
someone is eating silly putty and
sand at the same time.

NP:  When teachers decide to
give homework in May and
June.

CS:  When teachers erase the
board and leave just one line.

MS:  Slow people.  Slow people
in the hallway, slow people on
the highway, and slow people at
Dunkin Donuts who don’t
know what kind of coffee they
want…GET OUT OF LINE!

What would be your personal
theme song?

HP:  Gotta Serve Somebody by
Bob Dylan.

PN:  “All I Do Is Win” by DJ
Khaled and friends.

CS:  “The Imperial March” from
Star Wars.

MS:  “Dance Until the World
Ends.”

What would your first action as
President of the United States be?

HP:  Pray.

PN:  Take that nice helicopter for
a ghost ride and land wherever I
want.

NP:  Make everyday free cone day
at Ben & Jerrys.

What movie could you watch over
and over again, and why?

HP:  Les Miserables.  It’s such a
timeless story of the human
condition, God’s redemption and
the power of  forgiveness.

PN:  Transformers.  I could watch
that movie all day long.  Optimus
Prime’s voice gets me so pumped
up and Meghan Fox is…a good
actress.

NP:  How to Train Your Dragon
because it is the best movie ever
made.

CS:  Kung Fu Panda. We have a
lot in common.

MS:  Talledega Nights: The Ballad
of Ricky Bobby because it
emphasizes the strength of
friendship.

If the whole world were listening,
what would you say?

HP:  Stop, consider Jesus.

PN:  Be true to yourself and
never let others bring you
down.  Every single person has
a gift to offer the world.

NP:  “Buddy the Elf, what’s
your favorite color?”

CS:  I would play white noise.

MS:  Welcome to Jamrock.

If you could ask God any one
question, what would it be?

HP:  Why mosquitoes?

CS:  Why do you enjoy messing
with me?

MS:  Why can’t penguins fly?

 If you could have only one food for
the rest of your life (assuming that
this strange situation would not
affect your health), which food
would you choose?

HP:  Potatoes (with butter and
sour cream of course).

PN:  #6…mild, extra Biscuit, Dr.
Pepper, and two Ranch Dipping
Sauce packets.  Popeyes.

NP:  Belgium waffles…yum!

MS:  Pancakes.

If you could hear what someone is
thinking for a day, who would
you choose, and why?

HP:  My twenty month old
grandson.  I would love to
have a window to his toddler
mind.

PN:  President Obama so I
could hear more of his good
ideas.

CS:  Conor McDonnell.  His
mind confuses me.

MS:  Chayla Austin-Smith
because I don’t understand
her.

What is your greatest ambition in
life?

HP:  …walk humbly with your
God.  Micah 6:8.

PN:  To raise a family and be the
best father and husband that I
can be.

NP:  Be Shamu’s trainer and ride
on his nose.

CS:  I want to become a stock
broker.

MS:  To teach my mom to dance.

Who is your hero, and why?

HP:  My mom.  She is to me a
woman of virtue who loves and
serves God with her whole heart,
mind, soul, and strength and
loves her neighbor as herself.

PN:  Definitely my mom.  She has
always been my biggest influence.

NP:  John Fitzpatrick.  Why? Just
because.

MS:  Sheryl Muralnami.  She is
not known to most but she is my
favorite dancer.

If you could live anywhere in the
world, where would you live?

HP:  Oceanfront: Narragansett,
Rhode Island

PN:  Italy so I could stay on that
constant flow of pizza, pasta, and
all-around good food.

NP:  The Cayman Islands
because Erin Drusedum says it’s
amazing there.

CS:  The Executive Bathroom.

MS:  Leggoland.

If you could manage any
professional sports team, what
team would you choose?

PN:  Yankees, so I could
somehow sabotage the team.

NP:  What’s a sport?

CS:  Rock Cats.

MS:  Boston Celtics.

What would be the title of your
autobiography?

HP:  Sweatin’ Bullets

PN:  The Face of the Beast…Belly
of the Beast

CS:  The Passion of Christopher
Sherer

MS:  The Autobiography of
Nicki Minaj

What magazine do you
always look forward to
getting in the mail?

HP:  Highlights – I love
finding the hidden pictures.

PN:  I sometimes enjoy
having someone read
Cosmopolitan to me.

NP:  Everyday with Rachel Ray

What random fact are you most
proud to know?

HP:  The only time the heart rests
is between beats.

PN:  My great, great uncle, Father
Walter Lizceck, was held captive
in Russia for twenty-seven years.
Seven years were spent in solitary
confinement.  He is now in the
process of becoming a saint.

NP:  In Pennsylvania, it’s illegal to
sleep on top of a refrigerator
outside.

MS:  “Olive juice” sounds like “I
love you.”

Inside Out: Mrs. Phillips, Pat Nista, Nicole Poirier, Chris Sherer, and Melissa Soutar
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By Colleen Riley

The Northwest Catholic girls’
golf team started off their season
in a great way by winning their
match against Newington on
April 7th with a score of 258-210,
in which Hannah Shea medaled
with a 46.  This win, along with
the high hopes and expectations
of  this year’s season, illustrated
that great things were to be
expected from the girls this year.
Last year’s team went to states
for the first time and did not
place very high, but the team
was very excited to make it.  One
of their main hopes this year is
to make states again and for
everyone to try their best to place
low this year.  The Northwest
Catholic High School girls’
varsity golf team is made up of
nine girls, all of whom are in the
ninth, tenth, or eleventh grade.
The team consists of juniors
Hannah Shea, Samantha Russo,
Caroline Davenport, and Haleigh
Beckerman, sophomores Sadie
Martinez and Emily Stanwick,
and freshmen Gillian Colman,
Rachel Bercowetz, and Lauren
Bellizzi.  Matthew Martorelli ’03
is the coach of  the girl’s golf  team
and has been for the past three
years.  Coach Martorelli has said
that he is proud of the girls and
all of  their accomplishments,
especially because of how young
this team is.  This will only help
them to succeed in the future,
especially with sophomore
standout Sadie Martinez and
great leadership from the juniors.
The leader and captain of this
year’s girl’s golf  team is Junior
Hannah Shea.  Hannah has been
on the team since it first began,
three years ago, and has
showcased her amazing talent by
medaling in almost every single
match.  When asked about her
thoughts and expectations this
year’s team and season, Hannah
Shea said, “Last year we made
states. For a second year
program this is fantastic, but this
year I hope we make states again
and  place much better this year
like in the top ten or lower.
Another goal I hope is to see
each of the girls bring down their
individual scores this season.”
Hannah’s second goal also
demonstrates the team aspect
and cohesiveness, because even
though each girl is competing
against one another to receive the
lowest score, the team comes first
and every one hopes that each
member of the team will do well.
Junior members Haleigh
Beckerman and Samantha Russo
had nothing but great things to
say about Hannah and her
leadership both on and off the
course.  The girls’ golf  team has
continued improving from where
they left off  last year. The girls
strive to make the tournament
and pick up where they left off
last year. With a good junior
class this year, the girls have a lot
to look forward to because of
their strength. All in all, the girls
are prepared to succeed for years
to come similar to how they are
prepared this year. They also
have young new freshmen and
sophomores who will add to this
future strenght of the team. The
team found success this year and
is hoping for next year.

Girls’ Golf
Has Success

By Jenna Jordano

The baseball team is led by
captains Matt D’Orsi ’11, Aaron
Wilson ’12, and Dan Errico ’12.
At the halfway point of the
season, the team began to build
momentum. After defeating
Cromwell and winning the Class
S State Championship finals last
year, the team returns as
defending champions. Having lost
eleven seniors from last year, the
baseball team had a slow start to
the season. With only one senior,
the team is quite young. The boys
have already begun to work well
as a team which is important in
order to win. Dan Errico says,
“We are just starting to gel as a
team, we are young but have the
talent. All we need is to put it
together on the field in order to
become successful.” They only
needed eight wins in order to
participate in the playoffs and,
despite competing against large
schools, the boys power through.
“Even though we aren’t having
the best season so far, we will still
persevere and battle to try and
make the playoffs,” says Aaron
Wilson with eleven stolen bases
so far this season. They defeated
Conard with a score of 2-1 with
Matt Laffin ’13 hitting in both
runs with a bases-loaded double.
Senior Matt D’Orsi completed the
game only giving up five hits. The
boys defeated Fermi 10-0 earlier
in their season and defeated
Southington with a score of 3-2.
Matt D’Orsi, a team captain with

Baseball Strives For Success

By Sarah Gillespie

The Northwest Catholic boys’
tennis team looked stronger than
ever going into the 2011 spring
season. Many of  the team’s stars
have returned, and they are on
track to be stronger than they
were last year. Tennis is a grueling
sport with matches sometimes
lasting a long time. In addition,
the tennis team often has matches
on consecutive days with no time
to recover in
between. In order
to be successful in
their challenging
schedule, the boys’
team has been
working hard all
season to build up
the endurance that
is required to excel.
Their efforts have
proved to be
worthwhile as the
team has
performed well
this season with
many decisive wins
over strong teams
in the league. One
of the main
contributors to this success is
sophomore James Adamidis ‘13, a
team leader despite his
underclassman status. James
Adamidis showed his talents early
on in his career at Northwest
Catholic, earning his varsity letter
as a freshman. Since then he has
improved further to become an
even stronger contributor to the
boys’ tennis team. He is only a
sophomore, so he has two more
years to become an even better
player for the Indians. The seniors
bring their enthusiasm and
experience to the team. They can

Boys’ Tennis Competes Well

an earned run average (ERA)
under three, says, “We’re young
and inexperienced but we’re just
out here trying to prove everyone
wrong that is looking for us to be
unsuccessful this season.” Also
pitching well is John Arel ’14 with
a very good pitching record and
an earned run average under
three. The team comes together
with the defense led by the team
leaders Aaron Wilson and Dan
Errico. Mac Crispino ’13 also
adds a good player to the team.
Junior Mike Wine is anchoring
the defense as the team’s catcher.
In terms of  the offense, Brendan
Fox ’13 leads with a .350 batting
average. Mike Wine ’12 and Alex
Mortillaro ’12 are also beneficial
to the team’s offense, both with a
.325 batting average. The team’s
performance this season is
commendable and the boys have a
lot more to show to their fans.
“The boys have been playing hard
season. I am so proud of the
work they put in. We are going to
continue to battle and try to
succeed and qualify for the state
tournament,” says Coach
Carlson. The baseball team has
come together to face many
challenges, but more importantly,
to accomplish their main goal,
which is to make the playoffs.
There is no doubt that this team
will give their best effort to
participate in the state
tournament and accomplish
extraordinary things due to their
dedication and love of the sport
of baseball.

If you could sum up your NWC
lacrosse experience in one word,
what would it be and why?

Brotherhood.  I have made some
of my best friends through
Northwest lacrosse.  We live and
die together.

What is your most memorable
moment in your NWC lacrosse
career?

In my junior year, two
monumental moments took
place.  First of all, the TT
(Terrible Two) was formed.
Secondly, we upset Glastonbury
in overtime in the season
opener—it  was unreal.

How has your athletic career at
NWC influenced you as a person?

My athletic career at NWC has
taught me perseverance,
discipline, integrity,
determination, and motivation to
succeed.  I have had many role
models pass through the
program (Kevin Eagan, Jake
Spignesi, Sean Murphy, Kevin
Boya, Jack Hayes, and Ben Van
Schaak to name a few) who have
really shown me the ropes to
both athletics and life.

Do you intend to play lacrosse in
college? If so, what level?

Next year I will be playing in the
NESCAC for Connecticut
College.

Who has had the most positive
influence on your lacrosse career?

There is a three-way tie in regards
to who has had the most positive
influence on my lacrosse career.
The first is my dad.  He has
taught me everything that I know
about athletics and how to be a
classy sportsman.   Secondly, my
neighbor Mike Sweeney, an All-
American from Hobart College,
has helped me develop my game
into what it is now.  He always
has been there for me with
beneficial criticism and
encouragement.  Finally, Evan
Herron has been incredibly
influential—without him, there
would be no TT.

Has lacrosse taught you any
important lessons that you can
apply to the rest of your life?

Lacrosse has taught me to never
give up and that you are never
good enough.  There is always
room for improvement and you
can only improve through hard
work.  Quoting FDR, the only
limit to our realization of
tomorrow will be our doubts of
today—don’t doubt your ability
or potential, keep working.

Have you received any special
recognition for lacrosse?

Started all four years, 2010 CCC
All-Conference team, 2010 All-
State team, 2010 All-American
Nomination, 2010 All-Hartford
Courant team, 2010 Hartford
Courant NWC Male Scholar
Athlete selection, July 2010
Future Fitness Athlete of the
Month, 2011 CAS-CIAC Male
NWC Scholar Athlete

By Nicholas Italia

The Northwest Catholic boys’
lacrosse team of 2010 was one of
the best in school history.
Finishing off the season with an
overall record of 10-9, the Indians
held their own in the
Class S tournament. A
loss to a very tough
opponent (Ledyard) in
the second round ended
a great season for the
Indians. In 2010, more
than ten lacrosse seniors
went on to college. This
left an extremely
significant gap in the
lacrosse heart. This year,
the team is anchored in
the defense by Mike Laffin ’11 and
Evan Herron ’11 and has
offensive strength from Tanner
Vaughn ’12. All in all, many would
like to consider this year a
rebuilding year. The boys won a
good game against East Catholic
early in the season. Goals from
Aidan McDonnell ’14 show that
Northwest has a lot to look
forward to in the future. Future
Connecticut College Lacrosse
player Mike Laffin defends like a
boss. One could say that he is like
a general, leading his troops into
battle. He brings experience to the
table, being a starter for all four
years in his high-school lacrosse
career. The Indians know that in
the future they will have a very
good team. This year is a year of
progression; a year where they
rebuild their frontline; where

players make the shift to playing
varsity. Eventually more players
will have the experience to lead,
and there will be more success
similar to the 2010 season. The
2011 seniors are doing all they
can to help the team through, and

they will always try to have
success as long as there are games
to play. In The first game of  the
season, the boys lost a very close
game to Ledyard 10-9. This
showed that there was promise
for the team. The competition will
only get harder and they will have
to face teams such as Simsbury,
New Fairfield, and Westhill.
Basically, these teams are some of
the best in the state. In the words
of senior defenseman Evan
Herron, “Every time we step onto
the field, we give 110 percent, and
we play our hearts out; day in
and day out. It’s been a fun year
and the guys have been great.”
This quote is an example of the
boy’s lacrosse season. This is a
season that is summed up with
the words: friendship, hard-
work, and unity.

Boys’ Lacrosse Fights Hard

Athlete of the Season:
Mike Laffin

Jack Ferrell ‘12 plays hard.
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be counted on to help the
younger players, which
contributes to their success as a
team. The captain of the tennis
team is one such senior. David
Lawton has been a member of  the
boy’s tennis team for four years.
He plays an important role on the
team both on and off the court to
ensure that each and every person
continues to grow as a player.
Other seniors on the team include
Brandon Xing and John Sullivan,

who have both
played on the
Northwest team
for four years. The
boys’ team lost
many talented
seniors last year
but has made up
for the gap with
talented freshmen,
hard work and a
great sense of unity
on the team. An
example of the
team’s support for
each other is found
in their match
against the very
competitive Hall
team. In tennis, the

best player from one team plays
the best from the other. This
meant that James Adamidis was
pitted against the strongest
member of the Hall team, and
James came out victorious. Even
though the team lost that day, it
was one of  the more memorable
moments of the season. The
entire team was cheering for
Adamidis and giving him their
full support. This strong sense of
camaraderie only makes the
Northwest team more competitive
as they face each new and
formidable opponent.
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Tennins players warm up before
a match.
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By Gabrielle Giangreco

The Northwest Catholic High
School girls’ tennis team has
served up strong competition this
season so far. About halfway
through the season, all of the
girls were putting up a fight
against the teams they have
rivaled. Leading the way are
captains Lizzie Olszewski ’11 and
Katherine Butler ’11. There are
girls representing every grade in
the school. “Northwest Catholic’s
girls’ tennis team is very fortunate
to have great players from each
grade, and our team has a great
chance to go far this year because
our coach has prepared us well,”
says Alex Young ’13.  Having
strong players from every grade
helps to ensure a strong central
team. The freshmen are working
especially hard this year.
Katherine Butler notes that “it is
a young team but there are some
strong freshmen like Grace

Deneen ’14, Rachel Poirier ’14,
and Mary-Kate Rogers ’14.” The
freshmen have been working hard
and putting forth solid efforts in
their first years of their high
school tennis careers. With

hardworking freshmen, there will
be many more successful years to
come. So far the girls have won
some matches and lost some as
well. Even matches when the girls
have not won, they battled
through them. For example,
Caroline Carew ’12 fought
through her matches, winning 7-5
and 6-3 against Tolland. She also
battled through a two and a half
hour three set match to win 7-5 in
the match at Hall. Lizzie
Olszewski ’11, Kelsie Stevens ’11,
and Caroline Carew ‘12 have won
many of their singles matches this
season. With all of their hard
work and determination this is
sure to continue. The girls’ tennis
team also has strong doubles
teams consisting of  Lindsay Koss
’12 and Grace Deneen ’14, Caitlin
Spalluto ’12 and Devon Bodey
’12, and Rachel Poirier ’14 and
Magda Lenczewski ’13. All of
these doubles teams won their
matches when they competed

against Fermi. The
doubles teams change
from match to match.
Teamwork is an essential
part of  having a
successful season. The
seniors Lizzie Olszewski,
Katherine Butler, and
Kelsie Stevens help to
enforce the teamwork
and help the girls become
the best tennis players
they can be. “We are all

one big family, we support each
other, and we have fun together,”
says captain Lizzie Olszewski ’11.
Having a close-knit team is very
helpful in creating strong
relationships and growing.

By Elizabeth O’Neill

Strength, cohesion, and tireless
devotion are just three of the
many characteristics that
contribute to the remarkable
success of  Northwest Catholic’s
girls’ softball team. Co-captain
Lauren Backhaus ’11 even calls
the softball team “just
unbelievable.”  These victories
were triggered by a remarkably
close opening game against
Glastonbury High School, in
which the team’s young talent
was demonstrated by freshman
Alisha Collazo who led the team
to a 2-0 triumph. Collazo ’14 is
not the only softball player to
have both literally and
figuratively “stepped up to the
plate” this season. As one of the
team’s two pitchers (the other
being Jessie Rocha ’12, who has
also had a fantastic season),
Lauren Backhaus ’11 has
emerged as a fantastic athlete
essential to this year’s season.
The All-Conference senior has
also proven to be a phenomenal
team leader and is co-captain
along with Melissa Martucci ’11.
In one of  the season’s most
riveting victories against cross-
town rival Hall High School,
both captains had RBIs – runs
batted in – as well as a seemingly
untouchable amount of energy
and skill. In this April 14th

victory, Jessica Tyler ’12 and Kelly
Yorio ’11 also had one RBI each;
junior Kathleen Tanguay had an
RBI double. It’s truly no wonder
that the Central Connecticut-
West Conference team has
progressed to become one of

Connecticut’s most prestigious
high school softball teams and a
state-level competitor. Says junior
Mary Deneen of the team’s unity
and extraordinary season, “Our
coaches [Kate Mayer, Lindsay
Revoir, and Junior Varsity Coach
Mary Swetcky] believe we can go
all the way this year.” Does she

believe this, too? “Absolutely!”
Considering the dedication of the
team’s seniors, including captain
Martucci, as well as catcher
Sharon Grimshaw, who has
performed exceptionally well this
season, it would be well worth
their hard work to see a state
championship. The softball team,
which next year will be full with
young talent led by juniors Mary
Deneen, Maggie Gauthier, Kerry
Kearney, Cara Ledwidge, Jessie
Rocha, Maebh Sheelan, Katie
Tanguay, and Jess Tyler, is a
commanding group of dynamic
players willing to fight to win as
many games as they can.

Success Found For Softball

By Kathleen Connelly

The track team was all about one
thing this season: gaining respect
as a younger group of athletes.
The team lost a number of
seniors last year, but the boys and
girls stayed strong as they headed
into the spring. This year’s
outdoor track team is led by
captains Emily Janusko ’11,
Megan Baker ’12, Luisantonio
Rosado ’11 and Ryan Geelan ‘11;
four varsity athletes who have
keen leadership and ability to
guide the young team in the right
direction. The athletes faced the
challenges of going up against
Class LL, L and MM schools in
the conference. Lucie Cance ’11,
Alex McKenna ’13, Lucien Cance

’12 and Wesley Hopkins ‘12
scored points throughout the
season in the discus, shot put
and javelin events. Megan Auletta
’12 and Rachel Duncan ’12
returned to the track after
battling injuries and played a
major part in the short sprinting
and hurdle events. Sarah
Gillespie ’13 showed how much
hard work pays off as she swept
the distance field, taking first in
almost every 800 and 1600 meter
race. She is also the defending
New England Champion and
school record holder in the 800
meter race. Distance runners
Brian Poirier ’12 and Anthony
Ravosa ’13 also dominated these
distance races on the track, and
Poirier broke the mile school

By Katie Beaule

The Northwest girls’
lacrosse team has started
their season off with a
record of 2-4, but their
hopes for their next ten
games are high. Going into
the season, the team had
their eyes set on the
ultimate goal of making it
into the state tournament.
Thus far, they have faced
teams such as Conard and
Simsbury, and as they go
against these bigger
schools, they try to focus
on the techniques that their
head coaches, Bill Mullady
and Cara DeAngelis, constantly
remind them of  in practices. “This
year is definitely a rebuilding year.
With only four seniors on varsity,

The Girls’ Lacrosse Team Works to Have Another Successful Season

The Track Team Has Found Success In Every Meet This Season

By Elizabeth O’Neill

After a couple of hard-fought
losses and a slew of triumphant
wins, the Northwest Catholic
boys’ golf  team prevails. The
team, which is composed
predominantly of  juniors, has
large shoes to fill: last year’s golf
team, led by Brendan Lemp ’10, a
NWC graduate, was
Connecticut’s Central
Connecticut Conference Division
IV championship team. The 2011
golf team follows suit as it
progresses into this season with
several critical wins and a lot of
talent. Along with Lemp, Ryan
Strid ’12 was recognized at last
year’s May 3rd CCC victory as
one of  Northwest Catholic’s two
medalists to win the coveted “3-
over par 25” title. This year Strid,
who has been playing varsity golf
since freshman year, has not
disappointed the fans, the team,
or the coaches. In general, Strid’s
scores have been among the
lowest of the team. In this sport
low scores are preferable, and
comparatively speaking, Strid’s
high-30-to-40 range is fantastic.
The entire junior class, in fact,
proves to be a force to be
reckoned with. Brian Butler ’12
has medaled multiple times
during the 2011 season. Butler’s
first metal was obtained on the
May 11th match against Hall High
School, another West Hartford
team vying for NWC’s coveted
reputation as a boys’ golf  empire.
Butler, who led the team to a close
159-162 victory over Hall,
medaled with 36. In one of
Bulter’s more recent games, he
medaled with a remarkable 2-
under par 33. While Strid ’12 and
Butler ’12 are two examples of the
individual talent displayed by
Northwest Catholic’s boys’ golf
team, it is only with the efforts of
the team as an entity that
Northwest Catholic has earned
its place as one of  the CCC’s
most prestigious competitors.
Junior Stephen Kozak says,
“With the efforts of  the team’s
young talent and returning
players, we are doing our best to
be the best.” And this they have
done. Outstanding contributions
by Chris Sherer ’11, Patrick Nista
’11, Tyler Huffman ’12, and Alex
Phibbs ’12, as well as the
aforementioned athletes, have
improved the team’s ability to
perform to the uppermost limit
of their potential.

record as well. The sprinters have
a lot of strength in the
sophomore class, especially with
Jared Delane ’13, Jenna Jordano
’13, Gabrielle Giangreco ’13, and

Gabby Foster-Bay ’13. Haley
Derlinga ’13, Joe Doyle ’13, and
Brendan McCormick ’11 showed
their endurance in the mile and
two mile races throughout the
season. New members of the
team included Francesca Flynn
’12 and Tia Conover ’14, who
showed quickly how much talent
they had. The team has traveled
throughout the area and
competed at some of  the state’s
most prestigious invitationals,
such as Irv Black, Lindy
Remigino and Greater Hartford.
After that, the varsity athletes
headed to the Class S State
Championships, and some went
further on to the State Open Meet
in New Britain as well to compete
and win for Northwest.

most of the team members are

underclassmen,” says junior
captain Grace Hallinan. She and
her other two co-captains, seniors
Julia Mansolillo and Dana Crory,

are focused on making this
season as fun as possible for the
relatively young team. With
pasta suppers, team dinners, and
hangouts on the weekends, the
team feels close no matter what
the age or grade differences. This
connection off the field transfers
to the communication on the
field and allows the team to be in
sync with one another. The
lacrosse girls also began the
bonding during their preseason
Regime. “We started pretty early
this year for preseason,” says
captain Mansolillo. “We all did
clinics in the winter plus an
indoor team, and workouts to
keep us in shape.” But while

being in a challenging conference,
the girls are always looking for
room to grow. They continuously
work to slow down their offense

so that they are patient with the
ball and can make wise decisions
when executing their plays. They
also practice their transition
towards goal so that they can
increase the success of their
offensive setups. One game where
they particularly began to see
improvements was in the against
Southington when the girls pulled
out a satisfying victory 9-7. The
Indians were especially proud of
this win because they moved the
ball well on attack and did
exceptionally well when
transitioning to defense.
Sophomore Christine Susi fought
hard in goal throughout the game
and made great saves that
eventually led the girls to their
second win of  the season. “We
are eager to play Hall and
Conard since it is always fun to

go against town rivals,” says
captain Crory. These teams, as
well as St. Bernard, are some of
the must-see games of the season.
St. Bernard beat Northwest twice
last year in the regular season and
then again in the state
tournament, so the girls will be
going into the game seeking
vengeance. As the girls focus on
one game at a time, they are
happy to see improvements with
both their transitioning from
offense to defense and their stick
skills. With progress like this, they
hope to dominate in future
matchups so that their dream of
participating in the state
tournament can become a reality.
The team is coming off a great
season last year. The hope and
desire for a tournament birth is
flaming among the teammates.

Girls’ Tennis Wins Matches
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Joe Doyle ‘13 shows his speed.
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Lindsay Koss ‘12 strikes the ball.

Golf  Excels

Kristin Young ‘13 makes contact.

Meghan Garbowski ‘12 focuses on the ball.
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